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Within the OpenUP project a Pilot was performed in the field of 
Social sciences aiming to identify strengths and weaknesses in the 
process of dataset review and validation and outline best practices 
towards transparency, data dissemination, reliability and reuse.  
To reach this aim we selected the scientific community that 
originated the Human Mortality Database (HMD), a well-known 
data source providing open access  data for  demography and 
population studies. We interviewed the HMD managers to 
investigate motivations and organizational features that prompted 
the community to make their data available as well as the quality 
assurance process. Moreover, to analyze attitudes and re-use 
behaviors a questionnaire was designed in collaboration with HMD 
management and sent to HMD end users.  
The interviews highlighted some principles that guided the 
community manage and share data in a transparent way. They 
were: comparability, flexibility, accessibility and reproducibility. 
Survey’s respondents provided a feedback on the database 
features they consider important as well as aspects that should be 
improved.  

To what extent users’ 
requirement are fulfilled by 
the principles expressed by the 
HMD managers?  

Do users’ suggestions require 
the implementation of further 
principles or add features that 
complement the existing ones? 

 

 

Do the Fair principles reflect 
the Provider’s vision  

Do the FAIR principles reflect 
User’s needs? 

Principles that guided the 
development of HMD 
captured during interviews 
were matched with some 
responses on practices and 
appraisal given by HMD users 
in the survey 

Identification of the FAIR 
sub-principles that match 
the HMD providers’ vision 

and users’ needs.  

Matching Providers’ vision with User’s perspective 

From the FAIR perspective  

Matching providers’ vision with users’ expectations 

Matching FAIR principles with the Providers’ vision Matching FAIR principles with Users’ needs 

 
 
 

 

 

• Comparability  is the most appreciated feature by HMD users, reflecting one of the main principles that guided the HMD developers.  
      Additional features that complement the HMD providers’ vision are suggested mainly related to an automatic data transfer and elaboration.  
• Accessibility and reproducibility are the common shared principles. HMD providers do not consider findability and interoperability as important 

issues. They identified two other principles comparability and flexibility, stressing the importance of using a sound scientific method to provide 
mortality rates (i.e.  Explanation of method and country reports). 

• FAIR principles related to machine-centered aspects (i.e. persistent identifier, formal language for knowledge representation) do not seem to be 
a priority for HMD users (different interpretation). Some sub-principles of accessibility and reusability are mentioned in the users’ survey, mainly 
related with data format and quality.   
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RESEARCH QUESTIONS STEPS 

https://www.openuphub.eu/ 
https://www.mortality.org/ 
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